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Charlottetown, PEI-based Emergence client, Stepscan Technologies Inc., has announced the signing 
of an international distribution agreement with Deltason Medical Ltd. (Deltason) of Hong Kong. 

 

Through this deal, Deltason becomes a 
representative of the Stepscan® Gait Analysis 
System, marketing and distributing it to healthcare 
professionals within their territory. Click here to 
view the formal announcement! 

 

Stepscan Technologies is a Canadian technology company dedicated to the development and 
commercialization of its two patents in the field of movement tracking and analysis. The company’s 
pressure sensitive flooring system has many applications beyond medical research and clinical 
rehabilitation, including sports training and clinical drug trials, as well as military training /virtual 
simulation and security. 

Deltason is a Southeast Asian distributor of 
rehabilitative and medical equipment. Established in 
1994, they have built a reputation for quality and 
excellence in both product offerings and customer 
service. Deltason was accredited with ISO certification 
in 2013 for their ability to provide and maintain medical 
devices and related services that consistently meet 
customer needs and regulatory requirements. Today, 
they represent over thirty partner brands from around the 
world. 

 

Stepscan and Deltason both share the vision of using technology to improve people’s lives; Deltason’s 
company motto stating, “Take up the shield of faith and spread the seed of hope.” 

Stepscan CEO, Crystal Trevors, told us that she is “confident that these parallel company 
philosophies will lead to a long-term, prosperous partnership”. 

You can follow StepScan on Facebook; on Twitter; on YouTube; on Instagram; or on LinkedIn 

 

 
Stepscan® software can generate detailed Gait, 

Pressure and Balance Reports. 
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